From the middle of March we have made picture frames for Mothers Day, each
Beaver put a photograph of themselves in the finished frame and gave them to their
mums. We have made different paper planes, Darts, Jets & Gliders. The Beavers
enjoyed making these and after they had made them we played a team plane flying
game, this was great fun and was enjoyed by all. The Beavers came along with
their parents to the Scout Groups Easter Fair and they took part in all the different
games that were on offer. They enjoyed making the different Easter Crafts. Our
last night before the Easter break was a fun night, we had an Easter egg and
Rabbit hunt on the field. They then made Chocolate Easter nests to take home.
We said our goodbyes to Henry, John and Sam as they move on to Cubs. We
went to watch the Scout and Guide Gang Show, entitled ‘A Night at the Movies’ this
was a fantastic show. Two of our Cubs and 1 Scout were in the show and 2
leaders were stage crew. On the first night back after Easter we welcomed,
Marsat, Charlie, Charles, George and Reece to the Colony. The activity for the
evening was healthy eating, each Beaver designed their own healthy lunch box and
we talked about the different types of healthy foods. We attended the St George’s
day parade and Service along with the Cubs and Scouts, luckily the weather was
dry, and the theme of the service was ‘Light up the World’. On our last meeting in
April we visited St Bartholomew’s Church, the Beaver split into two groups, with
one group in the Church whilst the other group climbed up to the ringing chamber,
the Beavers enjoyed ringing the bells and most even climbed to the very top of the
tower to see the bells. In the Church they had a sheet of paper with things to find in
the Church. Reverend Jane showed them the 4 different outfits that she wears for
the different services. It was a very interesting night. We invested Joseph and
Christopher at the end and Sue our GSL came to present their Neckerchiefs. The
following badges have been awarded:Jack received his 1st joining in badge and his Creative Challenge.
Haydn, Christopher B and Christopher G received their Creative Challenge.
John received his Friendship, Fitness and Promise Challenge’s and the
highest award in Beavers the Chief Scout Bronze award.
Noah received his Hobbies activity badge, Creative and Global Challenges.
Finley received his Promise Challenge.
Henry received his I.T and Faith activity badges.
Daniel, Aidan and Macenzy received their Global Challenge.
Please see photos

